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Per AB38: On and after July 1, 2021, when you sell property that is located in a high or very 
high fire hazard severity zone, you’ll need documentation of a compliant Defensible Space 
Inspection.

The law allows, that if documentation demonstrating compliance cannot be obtained by the 
close of escrow, the seller and buyer can enter into a written agreement showing that the 
buyer agrees to obtain documentation of compliance within one year of the close of escrow.

However, the following also applies: 
The jurisdictional enforcement authority of AB 38 is through the state (aka CAL FIRE). 
Nevada County  has its own  local hazardous vegetation ordinance that it  enforces and 
completes inspections on daily, however,  that ordinance is not tied to home sales as it is 
currently adopted.

Frequently asked question: Does this law (AB 38) create a requirement that the seller obtain a 
defensible space inspection report or a certification of compliance prior to closing?
Answer:  No, with the very rare exception of a local point of sale ordinance re: defensible 
space already being in effect. Otherwise, this law allows a buyer and seller to agree that the 
buyer may assume the responsibility for compliance.

* Eastern Nevada County (Truckee) does have a point of sale mandate, but Westerns Nevada 
County does not. 



• In order to address concerns regarding AB38, The California Association of REALTORS®  
developed a new disclosure for homeowners to provide to buyers: 

• When must the FHDS form ("Fire Hardening and Defensible Space Advisory, Disclosure, and 
Addendum") be provided?
• The FHDS form must be provided if:

• • The property is located in a high or very high fire hazard severity zone, and
• • The property has one to four residential units; a common interest development unit such as a 
condominium; or a manufactured home, and
• • A Transfer Disclosure Statement is also required in the transaction. 

• *All of the standard exemptions under the TDS law apply. The most common include sales 
involving probate, REOs, foreclosures, bankruptcies and some types of trusts
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• How does one comply with this law?

• A There are four ways to comply with this law. But note that whether the property 
falls within category A or category B, the parties may agree, with one narrow exception, 
that the buyer will be responsible for defensible space compliance to be performed 
after closing.

• A. For areas without a local ordinance requiring an owner to obtain documentation 
of compliance with the defensible space or vegetation management laws:
• i. Either the buyer must agree to obtain documentation of compliance within one 
year after closing escrow, OR
• ii. If the seller has obtained documentation of compliance within 6 months prior to 
entering into the purchase contract with the buyer, the seller must provide that 
documentation to the buyer and provide information on the local agency from which a 
copy of that documentation may be obtained.



• B. For areas that have enacted a local ordinance requiring an owner to obtain 
documentation that the property is in compliance with defensible space or 
vegetation management laws:

• i. If the local law requires compliance before close of escrow the seller shall 
provide the buyer with a copy of the documentation that complies with the 
requirements of that local ordinance and information on the local agency from 
which a copy of that documentation may be obtained. (However, a true point-of-
sale ordinance such as this which mandates the seller's compliance before closing 
is quite rare. It is much more likely that a local ordinance does not pertain to the 
transfer of title at all). OR
• ii. Assuming the ordinance does not create an actual point of sale requirement, if 
the local law permits compliance after close, the buyer and seller may agree that 
the buyer will comply with the requirements of the local ordinance.



• FAQ: A spokesperson from a local fire agency spoke at a REALTOR event recently and told 
attendees  that the law requires the seller to obtain an inspection from an authorized state or local 
inspector prior to sale. Why are C.A.R. and a local fire agency offering two different 
interpretations of this law?

• Answer:  For better or worse, some local fire agencies read this law as requiring the seller in the 
first instance to make an effort to obtain such an inspection and comply with state or local 
defensible space rules, and only if unable to do so would a buyer and seller be permitted to agree 
that the buyer will take on this responsibility.

• However, in CAR’s opinion, the law allows four different options depending on various factors. 
In most circumstances, the law gives the buyer and seller the option of shifting the obligation to 
comply to the buyer after closing, (assuming the seller hasn't already obtained an inspection 
report within the six months prior to entering into contract). The only circumstance where the 
possibility of shifting responsibility to the buyer is foreclosed is where there already exists a local 
point of sale ordinance that requires a seller to comply prior to close.
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